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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0566941A1] By means of the hydraulic push and pull device, a change in length of the rails (43, 44) is brought about, which corresponds
to the deviation of the instantaneous rail temperature from the average temperature for the time of year. This happens by pushing apart or pulling
together the rail ends (44, 43) to be welded together. Known combined hydraulic push and pull devices have the disadvantage that they work with
free piston surfaces only in one of the two said operating states. This leads to unequal force ratios and to larger and heavier device units which are
thus more expensive and more difficult to handle. The hydraulic push and pull device according to the invention is made in such a manner that the
free piston surface (41), and specifically only the latter, comes into use in both operating states. This is achieved by the hydraulic cylinders (23, 24)
being arranged turnably by 180 DEG , and thus in particular adjustably for pull or push operation, in the device. As a result, the free piston surface
(41) of each cylinder (23, 24) is acted upon by the hydraulic medium both on pulling together of the rails (43, 44) and on pushing apart of the rails
(43, 44). The result achieved is a light construction and identical operating conditions for the pulling together or for the pushing apart of railway rail
ends (43, 44) to be welded together. <IMAGE>
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